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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



1. Introduction



1. Introduction



Siemens Flow Instruments SITRANS F US SONOFLO ultrasonic flowmeters are designed for measurement of:



Product introduction • Volume flow rate • Total volume SITRANS F US SONOFLO ultrasonic flowmeters measure flow in standard volumetric units. Measurement is independent of changes in liquid temperature, pressure and conductivity. A time of flight flowmeter is designed for use on clean liquids. A SITRANS F US SONOFLO flowmeter will also operate on liquids containing small amounts of gas and solid particles. The SONO 3000 CT signal converter measures with a high accuracy over a wide measuring range. The SONO 3000 signal converter is common to all sensors and is 115/230 V a.c. or 24 V a.c./d.c. compatible. The sensors have been approved according to EU Directive 97/23/EF dated 29 May 1997 regarding fluid in group 1, classified in category III. Design EN 13480. Potential Hazards The ground wire must always be connected to the ground terminal in accordance with the diagram.



SONO 3300 CT



SONO 3000 CT



Precision measuring system



The SITRANS F US SONOFLO ultrasonic flowmeter is a precision measuring system that is "user friendly", but must be handled and installed in accordance with the instructions given in this manual.



Approvals



SITRANS F US SONOFLO ultrasonic flowmeters are designed and approved for custody transfer according to PTB, class C and OIML R75, class 4.



Handling



The flowmeter must be handled with care. Impact and shock can damage the piezoelectric transducers located in the sensor.
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



1. Introduction



System description (CT)



The SONO CT flowmeter consists of a sensor type SONO 3300 CT, a signal converter type SONO 3000 CT and coaxial cables.



Flow sensor SONO 3300 CT



The SONO 3300 CT is a 2-track direct shot sensor type. It is available with pipe dimensions DN 50 to DN 1200 (flow rate from 3 to 40,700 m3/h).



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 67, for wall mounting



The signal converter type SONO 3000 CT for wall mounting is available in a compact version IP 67. The current standard version is a 115/230 V a.c. Approvals: PTB, class C and OIML R75, class 4.



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 65, for wall mounting



The SONO 3000 CT signal converter is available in a wall mounting enclosure IP 65. The current version is a 115/230 V a.c. or 24 V a.c./d.c. Approvals: PTB, class C.



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 20, front of panel



The SONO 3000 CT signal converter is available as a “front of panel”-enclosure IP 20. The current version is a 115/230 V a.c. Approvals: PTB, class C.



Union connection



4 coaxial cables with plug-in/union connections between sensor and signal converter.
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2. Mode of operation



2. Mode of operation



Measuring with ultrasonics



Function



Velocity distribution in pipe



Velocity distribution along sound path



(Flow sensor)



Time of flight



Physical principle A sound wave travelling in the same direction as the liquid flow arrives at point B from point A in a shorter time than a sound wave travelling against the direction of flow (from point B to A). The difference in sound transit time indicates the flow velocity in the pipe. Measuring principle In SITRANS F US SONOFLO flowmeters the two ultrasonic transducers are placed at an angle θ in relation to the pipe axis. The transducers function as transmitters and receivers of the ultrasonic signals. Measurement is performed by determining the time the ultrasonic signal takes to travel, with and against the flow. The principle can be expressed as follows: ∆t tA, B – t B, A V = K –––––-–– = K –– t2 tA, B x tB, A V = Average flow velocity t = Transit time K = Proportional factor This measuring principle offers the advantage that it is independent of variations in the actual sound velocity of the liquid, i.e. independent of the temperature. Proportional factor K is determined by wet calibration. 2-tracks measurement



Same principle as with 1-track systems. The measured flow value is an average between the measurements of the 2-tracks. In 1-track systems the measuring track runs through the pipe centre. In 2-track systems the tracks are placed symmetrically in relation to the horizontal centre of the pipe - see drawing. 2-track systems offer the following advantages: • Less sensitivity to upstream obstructions like e.g. bends, pumps and valves. • High measuring certainty. The meter will continue to measure even if for some reason or another one of the tracks fail.
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



2. Mode of operation



Module 1: Sensor and SENSORPROM memory unit. A signal will be transmitted from transducer A and received from transducer B and vs. The SENSORPROM unit stores calibration data and factory settings and will transmit this data to the ASICS module as needed. Module 2: Front end module. The received analog signals will be digitalized and stored. Module 3: Module for frequency-, relay- and other outputs. Module 4: This module calculates the flow characteristics. Module 5: Keypad and display of signal converter. Module 6: Power supply.
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



3. Technical data Flow sensor SONO 3300 CT



3. Technical data



Description Nominal size



Liquid temperature Ambient temperature Enclosure Process connections PN designated EN 1092-1, type 11, B



Transducers Materials: Pipe



Permissible pressure and temperature



2-track sensor with flanges and integrated transducers DN 50, DN 65, DN 80, DN 100, DN 125, DN 150, DN 200, DN 250, DN 300, DN 350, DN 400, DN 500, DN 600, DN 700, DN 800, DN 900, DN 1000, DN 1200 −10 °C to +200 °C depending on approval −10 °C to +160 °C depending on approval Storage: −40 °C to +85 °C Standard version IP 67 PN 10 (DN 500 to DN 1200) PN 16 (DN 50 to DN 1200) PN 25 (DN 200 to DN 1000) PN 40 (DN 50 to DN 500) Integrated version welded into pipe



Flange Transducers Material certificate



DN 50 to DN 150: Steel W1.1131 GS-16Mn5 DN 200 to DN 1200: Steel EN 1.0345 P235GH DN 50 to DN 1200: Steel group 1E1, EN 1.0038 S235JRG2 Stainless steel The sensor is supplied as standard with a Siemens Flow Instruments certificate of conformity. Material certificate on wetted parts on request



NDT examination report Max. flow velocity



Available on request 10 m/s



Maximum permissible pressure and temperature for Siemens Flow Instruments ultrasonic flowmeters can be seen on the sensor label. Flanges according to PN Flanges and joints as well as related pressure/temperature (p/t) classification have been described in EN 1092-1. For steel group 1E1: Table 15 No flange bolts and gaskets are supplied. Bolts must comply with EN 1515-2 and gaskets with EN 1591-1. Warning! Exposing the sensors to pressures/temperatures above the limits stated may cause damage. The sensor construction does not allow any other external action other than what is normal during common mounting in the pipeline. Provide for earthquakes, action of the air etc. The transducer holders must not be used for any other purpose.



Corrosion



The meters have been designed according to EN 13480 with an additional corrosion layer of approx 1 mm for steel sensors. Stainless steel sensors do not have an additional layer. The customer is responsible for checking that the actual medium can be used with the sensor material chosen.
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Coaxial cable



3. Technical data



The first 0.5 m of the coaxial cable Diameter Length Material Ambient temperature Coaxial cable from 0.5 m Diameter Length Material Ambient temperature



∅ 5.3 mm 0.5 m PTFE –200 °C to +200 °C Coaxial cable ∅ 8 mm Max. 250 m between sensor and signal converter* PVC –40 °C to +100 °C



* If distance between signal converter and sensor is more than 30 m, please contact Siemens Flow Instruments.



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 67



Terminal connection Analog output Measurement of: (optional via menu) Current Load Time constant Frequency/pulse output Measurement of: (optional via menu) Frequency Time constant Pulse width Active: Output mode



Passive: Output mode Output mode Relay Load Time constant/Hysteresis Cut off: Low flow Supply voltage and power consumption Internal counters (totalizers) Measurement of Display



Enclosure compact Enclosure Material Ambient temperature CE-mark



EMC Low voltage



Approvals
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Individually galvanically isolated, isolation voltage 500 V Volume flow, sound velocity 0 - 20 mA or 4 - 20 mA < 800 ohm 0.8 - 30 s adjustable Individually galvanically isolated, isolation voltage 500 V Volume flow, sound velocity, total volume, total mass 0-10 kHz 0.8 - 30 s adjustable 0.5 ms, 5 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms 24 - 30 V d.c./max. 25 mA, (50 µs to 5 s) (50 ms E.Mech., max. 75 mA if F < Hz) 24 - 30 V d.c./max, 50 mA, (500 Hz to 10 kHz) 5 - 30 V d.c. Max. current 200 mA Output can be either active or passive depending on electrical connection Change-over relay (error indication, flow direction, sound velocity limit) 42 V, 0.5 A 5 s/0.5 % F.S.O. 0-9.9 % F.S.O. 115 - 230 V a.c. +10% to −15%, 50-60 Hz, 10 - 20 VA Two internal counters. Selectable uni- or bidirectional counting (Net flow) Total volume Back-lit with alphanumerical text, 2 x 16 digits for indication of: measured values, totalization, settings, error codes and alarms IP 67 to IEC 529 Fibre glass reinforced polyamide Operation: −20 °C to +55 °C Storage: −40 °C to +85° C CENELEC Emission Immunity EN 50081-1 EN 50082-2 According to EN 60730 PTB, class C, OIML R75, class 4
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31 and 32



50, 51 and 52



44, 45 and 46



PE, N and L



SITRANS F US SONOFLO



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT enclosure IP 20, front of panel and enclosure IP 65, wall mounting



3. Technical data



Analog output Measurement of: (optional via menu) Current Load Time constant Frequency/pulse output Measurement of: (optional via menu) Frequency Time constant Pulse width Active: Output mode



Passive: Output mode Output mode Relay Load Time constant/Hysteresis Cut off: Low flow Supply voltage and power consumption Internal counters (totalizers) Measurement of Display



CE-mark



EMC Low voltage



Enclosure IP 20, front of panel



Enclosure Material Mechanical vibration Ambient temperature Supply voltage and power consumption Approvals



Enclosure IP 65, wall mounting



Enclosure Material Mechanical vibration Ambient temperature Supply voltage and power consumption



Approvals



Individually galvanically isolated, isolation voltage 500 V Volume flow, sound velocity 0 - 20 mA or 4 - 20 mA < 800 ohm 0.8 - 30 s adjustable Individually galvanically isolated, isolation voltage 500 V Volume flow, sound velocity, total volume, total mass 0-10 kHz 0.8 - 30 s adjustable 0.5 ms, 5 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms 24 - 30 V d.c./max. 25 mA, (50 µs to 5 s) (50 ms E.Mech., max. 75 mA if F < Hz) 24 - 30 V d.c./max. 50 mA, (500 Hz to 10 kHz) 5 - 30 V d.c. Max. current 200 mA Output can be either active or passive depending on electrical connection Change-over relay (error indication, flow direction, sound velocity limit) 42 V, 0.5 A 5 s/0.5 % F.S.O. 0-9.9 % F.S.O. 115/230 V a.c. +10% to −15%, 50-60 Hz, 10 - 20 VA 24 V d.c. +25/−15%, 24 V a.c. ± 15%, 10 VA Two internal counters. Selectable uni- or bidirectional counting (Net flow) Total volume Back-lit with alphanumerical text, 2 x 16 digits for indication of: measured values, totalization, settings, error codes and alarms CENELEC Emission Immunity EN 50081-1 EN 50082-2 According to EN 60730 IP 20 to IEC 529 and DIN 40050 Standard 19" insert in aluminium/steel (DIN 41494) 1G 1-800 Hz sinusoidal in all directions to IEC 68-2-6 Operation: +0 °C to +55 °C Storage: −40 °C to +85 °C 115/230 V a.c. +10% to −15%, 50-60 Hz, 10 - 20 VA PTB, class C IP 65 to IEC 529 and DIN 40050 Standard 19" insert in aluminium/steel (DIN 41494) 1G 1-800 Hz sinusoidal in all directions to IEC 68-2-6 Operation: +0 °C to +55 °C Storage: −40 °C to +85 °C 24 V d.c.+ 25/−15%, 24 V a.c. ±15%, 15 VA, cable impedance < 7 ohm at 24 V 115/230 V a.c. +10% to −15%, 50-60 Hz, 10 - 20 VA PTB, class C
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PE, N and L PE, 1 and 2



PE, N and L



PE, N and L PE, 1 and 2
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4. Measuring accuracy



4. Measuring accuracy



Flowmeter SONO CT



Accuracy of SONO CT



SONO CT
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5. Dimensions and weight



5. Dimensions and weight Flow sensor SONO 3300 CT



DN Size



50 65 80 100 125 150 200 250 300 350 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1200



Built-in length L between the flanges PN 10 mm 950 ±6 1075 ±6 1100 ±6 1150 ±6 1200 ±6 1250 ±6 1330 ±6



PN 16 mm 465 ±3 460 ±3 380 ±3 375 ±3 375 ±3 360 ±3 450 ±4 600 ±5 600 ±5 800 ±5 875 ±5 980 ±6 1105 ±6 1140 ±6 1180 ±6 1230 ±6 1300 ±6 1360 ±6



PN 25 mm 475 ±3 475 ±3 400 ±3 400 ±3 400 ±3 400 ±3 490 ±4 575 ±5 560 ±5 840 ±5 925 ±5 1050 ±6 1165 ±6 1190 ±6 1240 ±6 1300 ±6 1370 ±6 -



PN 40 mm 475 ±3 475 ±3 400 ±3 400 ±3 400 ±3 400 ±3 500 ±4 600 ±5 600 ±5 880 ±5 975 ±5 1080 ±6 -



Do Outside diameter 66.6 78.0 92.0 116.4 143.2 170.4 219.1 273.0 323.9 355.6 406.4 508.0 610.0 711.0 813.0 914.0 1016.0 1220.0



Pipe wall thickness for*) PN 10 mm 4.1 4.5 5.0 5.6 6.1 6.6 7.6



PN 16 mm 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 3.7 4.0 4.4 4.6 4.9 5.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 8.8 9.7 11.3



PN 25 mm 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 4.8 5.3 5.5 6.1 6.6 7.9 9.1 10.4 11.7 13.3 14.3 -



PN 40 mm 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 6.5 7.3 8.1 8.6 9.7 11.7 -



*) The stated wall thickness for DN 200 - DN 1200 are minimum values according to the EC Directive on the Pressure Equipment 97/23/EC



Weight of flow sensor SONO 3300 CT



Weight (kg) DN 50 65 80 100 125 150 200 250 300 350 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1200
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PN 10 153 193 262 329 428 500 470



PN 16 13 15 18 32 38 45 58 75 92 113 141 207 276 303 400 475 594 732



PN 25 14 16 19 35 44 52 70 96 114 145 191 284 363 480 650 835 1078 -



PN 40 14 16 19 35 44 52 79 117 151 191 274 379 -
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5. Dimensions and weight



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 67, wall mounting



Add approx. 30 mm on each side for cabling, approx. 2 kg Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 65, wall mounting



IP 65 wall mounting enclosure



Weight 3.5 kg Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 20, front of panel



IP 20 panel mounting



Weight 2.8 kg
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6. Project guidance



6. Project guidance



To maximise performance it is necessary to have straight inlet and outlet conditions, and a certain distance between the sensor, bends, pump and valves. It is also important to centre the flowmeter in relation to pipe flanges and gaskets.



Mounting the flow sensor SONO 3300 CT



Valves must always be placed after the flowmeter. The only exception is when installing the sensor in a vertical pipe. In this case a non return valve below the sensor is necessary to allow the zero-point adjustment. It is important to select a valve, which has no impact on the flow profile when fully open. Find a position on the pipeline where the inlet pipe to the flowmeter has a straight length as specified below. For “straight-pipe-sensors“ DN 50 to DN 1200 a fully developed flow profile requires the minimum straight lengths shown below:



90° bend L2



L1



Min. 10 x Di



3 x Di



2 x 90° bends in same plane L2



L1



Min. 10 x Di



3 x Di



2 x 90° bends in two planes L2



L1



Min. 15 x Di



3 x Di



Valve L2



L1



25 x Di



3 x Di



Reduction L2



L1



10 x Di



0 x Di
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6. Project guidance



Mounting the flow sensor SONO 3300 CT



Find a position on the pipe line where the inlet pipe to the flowmeter has a straight length as specified below.



Installation in large pipes The flowmeter can be installed between two reducers (e.g. DIN 28545). At 8° the above pressure drop curve applies. Example: A flow velocity of 3 m/s (V) in a sensor with a diameter reduction from DN 200 to DN 100 (d1/d2 = 0.5) gives a pressure drop of 9 mbar.
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Sizing table OIML R75 approvals



Dynamic range Sizing table PTB approvals



6. Project guidance



DN nominal diameter mm 50 65 80 100 125 150 200 250 300 350 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1200



Maximum flow (velocity 10 m/s) m3/h 84 140 192 324 490 720 1.215 1.917 2.740 3.261 4.309 7.069 9.923 13.854 18.096 22.902 28.274 40.715



The dynamic range varies depending on the Qn set between: 1:250 and 1:280 but at last 1:10. DN nominal diameter mm 50 65 80 100 125 150 200 250 300 350 400 500 600 700



Dynamic range



Minimum flow (velocity 0.04 m/s) m3/h 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.2 2.0 3.0 5.0 8.0 11.0 13.0 17.0 28.0 40.0 55.0 72.0 92.0 113.0 163.0



Lowest possible selection Q min. Qn in in m3/h m3/h 0.3 15 0.5 25 0.8 40 1.4 70 2.0 100 2.6 130 3.8 190 4.8 240 5.4 270 6.6 330 8.4 420 13.0 660 20.0 980 28.0 1400



Highest possible selection Q min. Qn in in m3/h m3/h 1.7 84 2.8 140 3.8 192 6.5 324 9.8 490 14.0 720 24.0 1215 38.0 1917 40.0 2000 40.0 2000 40.0 2000 40.0 2000 40.0 2000 40.0 2000



The dynamic range is always 1:50.
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



7. Installation



Recommended mounting of sensor.



7. Installation Installation of sensor



No restriction when vertical mounted. The sensor must always be completely full of liquid.



The following installations should be avoided: • installation at the highest point in the system • installation in vertical pipes with free outlet



With partially full pipes or pipes with free outlet, the flowmeter should be located in a U-pipe.
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7. Installation



Installation of wall bracket for the SONO 3000 signal converter



Wall mounting



Horizontal pipe mounting



Vertical pipe mounting



Connection plate



Earth cable



1. Use 75 Ω coaxial cable between sensor and remote installed converter. 2. Mount wall bracket. 3. Snap out connection plate, loosen earth connection. 4. Connect track 1 transducers to terminals 85..88 and track 2 transducers to terminals 81...84. Signal wires to even number, screen to odd number. See also chapter 8. 5. Remount earth connection and snap in connection plate. 6. Mount power and signal cables and tighten all cable entries to obtain optimum sealing. 7. Mount the signal converter on the wall bracket.
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



8. Electrical connection



8. Electrical connection



The electrical connections must be made in accordance with the diagram shown and the terminals in SONO 3000.



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 67, wall mounting



Supply voltage 230 V a.c.: 115 to 230 V a.c. is connected to terminals 1 and 2. The ground wire must be connected to the ground terminal on the terminal plate. If the ground wire is not connected, personnel can be exposed to 115 V to 230 V. 4-20 mA flow output: A current output signal 4-20 mA can be taken from terminals 31 (+ Ve) and 32 (− Ve). (Remove the short plug between 31 and 32). Ordinary cable can be used (non-critical lead impedance). Current output load ≤ 800 ohms. The outputs are galvanically isolated. When running cables in areas where electrical noise can occure, the signal from the current output of the unit should be conducted in screened cable to avoid electromagnetic interference. The screen must be connected to the earth terminal in the bottom of the terminal box.



Signal converter Sensor



Coaxial cable see next page.
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8. Electrical connection



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 65 and IP 20



The electrical connections must be made in accordance with the diagram shown and the terminals in SONO 3000. Supply voltage 230 V a.c.: 115/230 V a.c. is connected to terminals 1 and 2. The ground wire must be connected to the ground terminal on the terminal plate. If the ground wire is not connected, personnel can be exposed to 115 V / 230 V. 4-20 mA flow output: A current output signal 4-20 mA can be taken from terminals 31 (+ Ve) and 32 (− Ve). (Remove the short plug between 31 and 32). Ordinary cable can be used (non-critical lead impedance). Current output load ≤ 800 ohms. The outputs are galvanically isolated. When running cables in areas where electrical noise can occure, the signal from the current output of the unit should be conducted in screened cable to avoid electromagnetic interference. The screen must be connected to the earth terminal in the bottom of the terminal box.



Coaxial cable First connect the 4 coaxial cables to the sensor. Transducers and cables have been marked “Transducer A, B, C and D”. It is important that cable A is mounted to transducer A and so on. Use a 24 mm wrench to tighten the cables. Then tighten the cable entry until proofing between cable and cable entry has been obtained. Transducer cables A, B, C and D are mounted in SONO 3000 as shown on the above drawing with shield in terminal 81, 83, 85 and 87 and centre conductor in terminals 82, 84, 86 and 88. Finally tighten the cable entries on SONO 3000 until proofing between cable and cable entries has been obtained.
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



8. Electrical connection



Frequency output of signal converter IP 67, IP 65 and IP 20



If the frequency output load exceeds > 10kΩ it is recommended a resistor is connected to the frequency output as shown on the figure above. Relay mode of signal converter for IP 67



Relay shown in de-energized position. Relay 1 Connection between Terminal No. Error Direction Sound limit



Relay mode of signal converter for IP 65 and IP 20



Off (De-energized) 45-46 "Error" "Forward" Inside range



ON (Energized) 44-46 "Normal" "Reverse" Outside range



Off (De-energized) 44-45 "Error" "Forward" Inside range



ON (Energized) 45-46 "Normal" "Reverse" Outside range



Relay 1



Relays shown in de-energized position. Relay 1 Connection between Terminal No. Error Direction Sound limit



Setup prior to installation By using a 9 V alkaline battery the signal converter can be set before final installation. The SENSORPROM unit should be first plugged into the base of the signal converter. This is especially advantageous if the flowmeter is installed before the system is put into operation. Remove the battery and mount the signal converter on the terminal box.



Signal converter IP 67 version



insert 9 V battery here
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8. Electrical connection



PTB signal converter in IP 65 version for wall mounting



1. Mount the IP 65 housing on the wall with four screws. 2. Connect the cables to the terminals in the terminal box located separately under the housing. Note The SENSORPROM memory unit and the electronic unit are factory-mounted in the wall mounting box and sealed in connection with authorized measurements under the supervision of the verification authorities. IP 65 wall mounting box connection
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



8. Electrical connection



Installation of SENSORPROM memory unit



Each SENSORPROM memory unit has parameters and is programmed with sensor-specific measuring data. This SENSORPROM unit is inserted at the back of the motherboard in the box (see the illustration below). To identify the SENSORPROM unit, a label indicates the sensor type and serial number. This data can also be found on the sensor data label. After installation of the SENSORPROM unit in the electronic unit, the IP 65/20 enclosure is sealed at the factory with authorized measurements under the supervision of the verification authorities. This prevents access to the build-in SENSORPROM unit. In addition the identity of the SENSORPROM unit can be read on the SONO 3000 CT in the menu SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS (see chapter 9). At start-up the sensor identity should always be checked in the menu to confirm the sensor identity is as stated on the data label. IP 65/20 enclosure for wall mounting without signal converter



SENSORPROM unit



IP 67 wall mounting kit



SENSORPROM unit



After installation of the SENSORPROM unit in the IP 67 housing, the signal converter is covered by a clamp. This clamp is sealed at the factory with authorized measurements under the supervision of the verification authorities.
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9. Commissioning Keypad and display layout



Keypad



The keypad is used to set the flowmeter. The functions of the keys are as follows: TOP-UP KEY



This key always returns the display to the OPERATOR MENU from anywhere in the menu structure.



PAGE FORWARD KEY



This key is used to step forwards through the menus.



PAGE BACKWARD KEY



This key is used to step backwards through the menus.



CHANGE KEY



This key changes the settings or numerical values.



SELECT KEY



This key selects the digits to be changed.



LOCK/UNLOCK KEY



This key allows the operator to change settings and gives access to submenus.



Settings are stored automatically in the signal converter and the SENSORPROM memory unit. The settings remain stored in the event of power failure. Operation of any key illuminates the display. The light automatically turns off 10 minutes after the last key operation. Display



The display is alphanumerical and indicates flow values and flowmeter settings. The three fields F, M and L are reserved for the following symbols: F:



If a fault develops, two flashing triangles appear



.



M:



The symbols on the selected main menu are as follows: RESET MODE SERVICE MODE LANGUAGE SETUP OPERATOR MENU SETUP CONVERTER SETUP



L:



Intercates the function of the LOCK key



by the following symbols:



Ready for change Valve locked Access to submenu RESET MODE: Resetting of totalizers and initialization of settings
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MENU BUILD-UP, SONO 3000 CT



MENU BUILD-UP The menu structure of the SONO 3000 CT signal converter is shown in a menu overview with a detailed description of the build-up of each submenu. The structure is in two parts: An OPERATOR MENU and a SETUP MENU. Access the latter by pressing the TOP-UP key for 2 seconds. The SETUP MENU provides two options: • VIEW This is a read-only mode of the flow values and settings. • CHANGE In the CT version it is only possible to change the flow values and settings with no impact on measuring procedure. Access to CHANGE is protected by a user code factory-set at 1000. The data can be changed only when a coding plug has been inserted in the slot at the back of the signal converter. In connection with CT measurements this is only possible under the supervision of a representative of the verification authorities (resealing).



MAIN MENUS



Operator menu



The signal converter always starts with a self-test, then proceeding to the basic OPERATOR and the PAGE BACKWARD key MENU showing the flow rate. The PAGE FORWARD key are used to step through the OPERATOR MENU.



Setup menu



The SETUP MENU contains the following submenus: • CONVERTER SETUP MODE • RESET MODE • SERVICE MODE • LANGUAGE SETUP • OPERATOR MENU SETUP • USER CODE SETUP is used to step through the main menu. Pressing the LOCK key The PAGE FORWARD key opens the submenu below. There is no access from the submenu back to the main menu SETUP MENU. To leave a submenu press the TOP-UP key , which returns the program to the OPERATOR MENU. To perform further changes in the SETUP MENU, press the TOP-UP key for 2 seconds and then the PAGE FORWARD key to select the CHANGE mode. Enter the user code, press the LOCK key , and step through the main menu using the PAGE FORWARD key until the required menu is reached. Access the submenu by pressing the LOCK key .



Converter setup mode



This menu contains 3 submenus: • BASIC settings are flow direction, measuring range (volume flow), sound velocity, totalizer 1, totalizer 2, low flow and forced control. Totalizer 1 and totalizer 2 are the only adjustable settings. The other settings can be changed only when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings. • OUTPUT settings are current output 1, frequency/pulse output 1 and relay 1. Relay 1 is the only adjustable setting. The other settings can be changed only when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings. • SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS contains settings and sensor data (such as type and serial number), data on calibration, application parameters (such as cable length) and pipe geometry stored in the SENSORPROM memory unit which cannot be adjusted. • This data is read automatically from the SENSORPROM unit when the signal converter is switched on. Some settings (such as cable length) can be adjusted when the coding plug has been inserted.
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Reset mode



In this menu the totalizers can be reset, the flowmeter zero point adjusted and the factory settings re-established. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Service mode



In SERVICE MODE the outputs can be set to fixed values (forced outputs) for testing. On leaving SERVICE MODE all settings made in SERVICE MODE are cancelled. See chapter 10, service mode, for more information on this menu. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Language setup



In this menu the menu language is selected. The factory setting is English, German or French.



Operator menu setup



Here the information accessible to the operator in the OPERATOR MENU is selected.



User code setup



The user code can be changed in this menu. The code is factory-set at 1000. If the user code is lost, the factory setting can be re-established as while switching on the supply follows: Switch off supply voltage, press the TOP-UP key voltage. Release the key after ROM and RAM tests are completed. The user code is now reset at 1000. If the signal converter is left in CONVERTER SETUP for more than 10 minutes without key operation, the signal converter automatically reverts to OPERATOR MENU.



Submenus for BASIC SETTINGS Submenus



The below figure gives an overview of the menu structure. Below is a more detailed description of the submenus. Use the menu block diagram to step through to required submenu.
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This menu is read-only - also in the CHANGE menu. The settings can only be changed by means of a connected coding plug and under the supervision of the calibration authorities.
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Flow direction



Here it is possible to select the flow direction. The factory setting is positive. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Volume flow



Use this menu to select the unit for measuring volume flow and the limit of the measuring range (Qn). The application parameters for the selection are set on the basis of a questionnaire available on request from Siemens Flow Instruments. For unspecified measurements select the factory setting for the unit, m3/h, and set a standard value depending on the nominal diameter as the measuring range limit (Qn) (see chapter 6, sizing table). The Qn value selected corresponds to 100% flow and is based on the limits of all outputs. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Sound velocity



The measuring range for sound velocity is set by entering the minimum and maxiumum sound velocity. If no other limits are defined for sound velocity the measuring range is set using standard values. Error relay and error indication are activated when the sound velocity is outside the limits stated. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Totalizers



The two internal totalizers have not been approved for charging purposes, so they can be changed and are not sealed measurements.
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The choices in this menu are OFF, volume flow, flow direction and measuring unit. By selecting BIDIRECTIONAL FLOW the net flow, i.e. the difference between the positive and negative flows, is displayed.



Low flow cut-off



The available setting range is between 0 and 9.9% of the measuring range. The factory setting is 0.8%. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Forced control



Definition of current outputs in the event of a serious error. By selecting OFF the output retains the last valid reading, MIN. reduces the output to 0%, MAX. reduces the output to 100%. The factory setting is OFF. In the CT versions these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Current output



Current output characteristics



Bidirectional



Unidirectional



Relay



The relay shows error or flow direction/sound limit. The factory setting for the relay output is ERROR. This setting can be changed in case of sealed measurements. When selecting flow direction or sound limit the relay will make in case of negative flow. If specific sound limits have been selected, the relay will make only when the sound velocity is outside the range selected in the SOUND VELOCITY menu.
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Frequency output



The factory settings are volume flow, bidirectional flow, pulse and pulse values depending on the nominal diameter (see chapter 6, sizing table for OIML R75 and PTB). The application parameters for the selection are set on the basis of a questionnaire available on request from Siemens Flow Instruments. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Frequency output characteristics



Bidirectional
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Submenus for SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS The characteristic sensor data set on calibration and sealed under the supervision of the calibration authorities are stored in the SENSORPROM memory unit and cannot be changed. They are read-only settings.



Information



This menu contains data on the sensor type and nominal diameter, order number and serial number.



Calibration options



Application parameters



Correction factor



The correction factor allows the user to adjust the calibration factor by ±20% by entering a factor between 0.8 and 1.2. The factory setting is 1. In the CT versions these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Cable length



Here the length of the coaxial cable (from sensor to signal converter) is entered to compensate for the time delay occurring in the cables. The cable length is the total length of the coaxial cable in one track. The measuring unit for the cable length is metres with a tolerance of ±0.5 m. The application parameters for the selection are set on the basis the extended ordering form, see chapter 12. In the CT versions these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Viscosity



The kinematic viscosity of water is preset (1 * 10−6 m2/s) and cannot be changed.
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Pipe geometry



Track length



The track length is the distance between the two transducer windows in the same track.



Angle of ultrasonic track



The angle of ultrasonic track is the angle between one track and the centre line of the pipe.



Displacement



The track displacement is the distance between one track and the centre plane of the pipe. In a two track sensor like the one used here, SONO 3300 CT, where the two tracks are placed symmetrically to each other in the pipe, the displacement (h) equals half the track distance. The settings in PIPE GEOMETRY are stored in the SENSORPROM memory unit and cannot be changed. They are read-only settings.
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Factory settings



On start-up the flowmeter uses the factory default settings in the SENSORPROM memory unit. The factory settings, their range and the available settings are shown in the table chapter 6 "Project guidance". If a setting range is exceeded, the cursor moves to the first digit in the display and flashes to indicate that the setting is invalid. The selected setting cannot be locked until a valid value is selected.



Start-up 1. Switch on the SONO 3000 CT signal converter. The meter will automatically run through a self-test routine. During the self-test the display will show the texts ROM TEST, RAM TEST and INITIALIZING. The self-test is completed when the display shows the volume flow rate. 2. The three mode symbols must not light up. If the error symbol is flashing, refer to the section "Trouble shooting". 3. Refer to corresponding menus for setting of TOTALIZER, RELAY, LANGUAGE and possibly USER CODE. 4. Go back to the basic settings using the
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Factory settings and measuring ranges BASIC SETTINGS Flow direction



Factory setting Positive



Setting options/range Positive



Volume flow unit



m3/h



m3/h



Volume flow max.



See chapter 12



*)



Sound velocity min.



1360



1360



Sound velocity max.



1600



1600



Sound velocity 1



1400



1400



Sound velocity 2



1580



1580



Totalizer 1



OFF



Volume flow, OFF



Totalizer 1 direction



Positive



Positive, negative, bidirectional



Totalizer 1 unit



m3



m3, m3 x 10, m3 x 100, UG x 0.1, UG, UG x 10, MUG, L, L x 10 , L x 100



Totalizer 2



OFF



Volume flow, OFF



Totalizer 2 direction



Positive



Positive, negative, bidirectional



Totalizer 2 unit



m3



m3, m3 x 10, m3 x 100, UG x 0.1, UG, UG x 10, MUG, L, L x 10, L x 100



Low flow (cut-off)



0.8 %



0.8 %



Forced control



OFF



OFF



OUTPUT SETUP Current output 1



Volume flow



Volume flow, OFF



Set prior to calibration/sealing



X



X



Current output 1 range



Unidirectional



Unidirectional, bidirectional



X



Current output 1 range



4 ... 20 mA



0 ... 20 mA, 4 ... 20 mA



X



Current output 1 time constant



5s



0.8 ... 30 s



X



Volume flow



Volume flow, OFF



X



Frequency/pulse 1 direction



Unidirectional



Unidirectional, bidirectional



X



Frequency/pulse 1



Pulse



Frequency, pulse



X



Pulse 1 unit



m3



Frequency/pulse 1



3



m3, L



X



Pulse 1 volume/pulse**)



(DN 50-150) = 0.1 m /pulse



0.1 … 1000



X



Pulse 1 pulse width



(DN 200-600) = 1 m3/pulse (DN 700-1200)=10 m3/pulse 5 ms



0.1 … 1000 0.1 … 1000 0.5 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms



X X X



Frequency 1 max. frequency



10 kHz



1 kHz, 10 kHz



X



Frequency 1 time constant



5s



0.8 ... 30 s



X



Error



Flow direction, error, OFF



X



Sensor-specific application parameters



Permanently set at calibration (See chapter 12)



RESET MODE Zero point adjustment



Sensor-specific



Permanently set at calibration



OPERATOR MENU SETUP



Volume flow



(Cannot be deleted)



Relay 1 SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS



X



Volume flow % Sound velocity Meter 1 Meter 1 zero adjustment Meter 2 Meter 2 zero adjustment Volume flow max. Sound velocity min. Sound velocity max. Sensor type Nominal diameter Converter type Error pending



Error pending Error log



*) Setting range as required by the customer according to the min./max. values in sizing tables, chapter 6. **) Setting of pulse rate only with one digit after comma.
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10. Trouble shooting



The signal converter is self-monitoring and registers the following faults: 1. Faults related to the ultrasonic signals and the application. 2. Cable fault on sensor cable or current output loop. 3. Operation and setting faults. 4. Internal faults in signal converter. Each fault is displayed immediately in the form of two flashing triangles



.



The faults are stored in two registers. Current faults are stored in ERROR PENDING and in position 1 of the ERROR LOG. The most recent nine faults are stored in positions 2 to 10 in the ERROR LOG. The faults are stored in the form of error codes with indication of elapsed time since their registration. Power off erases the content of the ERROR LOG. Fault ERROR PENDING 1 2 3 4 5



ERROR LOG



Error no. + time



1 2 3 4 5



The first five faults are stored here



6 7



Error no. + time



8 9 10 The last ten faults registered within 180 days are stored here



The SONO 3000 CT also detects faults by means of a relay, provided the setting in OUTPUT SETUP is ERROR. During setup of the signal converter (the user code is entered) the error relay is automatically blocked.
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Fault location guide Symptom



Error code



Error relay



Cause



Remedy



Empty display



None



ON



1. Supply voltage 2. SONO 3000 defective



1. Check supply voltage and voltage selector 2. Replace SONO 3000 3)



No flow signal



None



OFF



1. Current output deselected 2. Frequency/pulse output deselected



1. Check OUTPUT SETUP 2. Check OUTPUT SETUP



None



OFF



Reverse flow direction



Select FLOW DIRECTION in BASIC SETTINGS



1 1) 2



ON



Signal converter rejects received signals



5 1) 6



Max. amplification exceeded



9 10 11 12



ON



13 1) 14



ON



1. This error code and a high gain2). > 60 dB, indicate reception of a week signal 2. Air bubbles in the liquid cause amplitude variations of the flow signal



17 18 51 68 84 111 121 125



ON



Internal error Function and communication check



With a typical operation of the signal converter turn the power supply off and on. If the fault occurs again, replace the signal converter3).
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OFF



Error during zero adjustment Unit registers flow in sensor



Ensure optimum zero adjustment in the sensor3)
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ON



Sound velocity value outside the measuring range



Check settings for track length and min./max. sound velocity



Hardware fault



Replace SONO 30003)



1. Motherboard defective 2. Supply voltage too low



1. Replace SONO 30003) 2. Check supply voltage



Fatal measuring error



Remove the cause of additional error(s) and this code will disappear as well



SENSORPROM unit defective



Remove SENSORPROM  unit and enter settings manually3)



23 24 33 34 25



ON
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ON Forced output redefined in the menu



30 31



ON



40



1. Sensor cable not connected



1. Check cable and connections



2. Mismatch of sensor and liquid



2. Check sensor manually by means of an oscilloscope. Please contact Siemens Flow Instruments



Wrong sensor version



41



ON



Error in data exchange with SENSORPROM unit



50



ON



Invalid totalizer value (check sum error)



60



ON



1. No load or load exceeds max. setting on current output 2. SONO 3000 defective



1. Check cables and connections
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ON



Flow > 2 x Qmax.



Check max. setting in BASIC SETTINGS



64



ON



Current output exceeds 24 mA



Check max. setting in BASIC SETTINGS



80



ON



Frequency/pulse output exceeds 12000 Hz



Check max. setting in BASIC SETTINGS



82



ON



Pulse width on frequency output exceeds limit by 50%



Select a shorter pulse width



100



OFF



“Power-on” indication - no error



2. Replace SONO 30003)



1



) Lowest value for track 1 ) Alarm if signal level falls below 500 mV (see SERVICE MODE) 3 ) Not permitted with calibrated and sealed flowmeters. Please contact Siemens Flow Instruments or send the signal converter and sensor to Siemens Flow Instruments for repair and renewed calibration. 2
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Service mode



This menu contains 4 submenus: VOLUME FLOW, INFORMATION, FORCED OUTPUT and SIGNAL INFORMATION In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings. This means that there is no service access for the user. Please contact the nearest Siemens Flow Instruments distributor.



Volume flow



Indication of time in operation and identification data and error log of the measuring system.



Information



Indication of time in operation and identification data and error log of the unit.



Forced output



Use this menu for forced control of outputs using fixed values. In the CT version these settings can only be changed, adjusted or reset when the coding plug has been inserted, so they are read-only settings.



Signal information



In this menu and its six submenus it is possible to read data relating to time, flow, signal recognition, signal quality and sensor. For further information see the following section and the detailed menu overview on the following page.



Track 1/2



Each of the 2 submenus has three further submenus: • TIME/FLOW Here it is possible to read the average transit time, transit time difference, flow velocity and sound velocity (FLOW VELOCITY) in each track.
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•



SIGNAL RECOGNITION Here it is possible to read factors for recognition (detection) of ultrasonic signals as a coefficient between 0 and 1. A figure close to 1 denotes good signal recognition. The DETECTION COEFFICIENT states the quality of transit time determination. The CROSS DETECTION COEFFICIENT states the qualitiy of transit time difference determination.



•



SIGNAL Here it is possible to read signal gain, signal level and signal/noise ratio (noise difference). GAIN can be between 5 and 60. The typical value for water is between 5 and 30. The SIGNAL LEVEL (amplitude) should be between 375 and 750 mV. A value less than 700 mV indicates variations in signal amplitude caused by variation of the acoustic attenuation due to air or gas bubbles. The value for the S/N RATIO should be between 1 and 40. The typical value for water is between 20 and 35.
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11. Calibration/sealing



Calibration must be undertaken by a test house accepted by German authorities or accredited to EN 45001. Output signal for volume flow is either the analogue output (current output) or frequency output (or both) of the signal converter. To activate the necessary calibration and setting options insert the coding plug at the back of the signal converter. See the illustration below.



Calibration



The following steps are subject to the supervision of a representative of the verification authorities. For the SONO 3000 CT, IP 20 and IP 65 version: Step 1: Remove the sealing (only allowed for authorithies). Step 2: Unscrew the 4 screws. Step 3: Remove the electronic unit. Step 4: Insert the coding plug as shown in the illustration above and insert electronic in the mounting box. Step 5: Change sensor characteristics if necessary (see chapter 9). Step 6: Remove electronics again. Step 7: Remove the coding plug and insert electronics in mounting box. Step 8: Tighten the 4 screws and seal the electronics in the mounting box. After removal of the coding plug and sealing of the box it is no longer possible to change the settings. For the SONO 3000 CT, IP 67 version: Step 1: Remove SENSORPROM memory unit and sensor label. Step 2: Insert coding plug. Step 3: Insert SENSORPROM unit. Step 4: Change sensor characteristics. Step 5: Remove SENSORPROM unit and coding plug. Step 6: Mount the sensor label. Step 7: Insert SENSORPROM unit and check all sensor characteristics. Step 8: If everything is ok mount the clamp and seal it again. After removal of the coding plug and sealing of the box it is no longer possible to change the settings.



Location of plug to be removed
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Data label



There are 2 labels for a SONO CT. One for the sensor and one for the signal converter. The data label contains data for the SONO 3300/3000 CT. Always check the data on the data label and the data in the sensor characteristics. Before installation always ensure that the system numbers of the sensor and signal converter are identical.



SONO CT OIML label



SONO CT PTB label



The approval mark does depend on the country specification.
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The signal converter, SONO 3000 CT, IP 67, has a verification sealing (without stating the year) at one screw and at the bending for the SENSORPROM  memory unit, see illustration.



Verification sealing



All signal converters SONO 3000 CT have a verification sealing (stating the year of verification) on the data label which is mounted on the outside of the signal converter, see illustration.



For the signal converter, SONO 3000 CT, IP 20 and IP 65, the electronic and enclosure are sealed by verification authorities.



The sensor, SONO 3300 CT, has a verification sealing (without stating the year of verification) on the data label, which is mounted on the sensor, see illustration.
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User sealing (General)



After the installation and commissioning the user sealings can be made by the local authorities. If the user sealings have to be broken to carry out trouble shooting, the user sealings have to be made again by the local authorities.



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 67



The illustration shows the user sealing for SONO 3000 CT, IP 67, mounted between two sealing screws.



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 65



Sealed between enclosure and electronics by verification authorities. After installation of the cables the terminal box is sealed by local authorities.



Signal converter SONO 3000 CT, IP 20



After installation of cables the back plate is mounted with 4 screws and sealed by authorities.



Sensor SONO 3300 CT with sealed transducers



After installation of system the connecting screws are sealed as shown in the illustration.
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12. Ordering



Type no.



SONO CT -



-



-



1. Sensor Size



Flanges



PN 10 PN 16 PN 25 PN 40



DN 50



-



09C



09E



09E



DN 65



-



10C



10E



10E



DN 80



-



11C



11E



11E



DN 100



-



12C



12E



12E



DN 125



-



13C



13E



13E



DN 150



-



14C



14E



14E



DN 200



-



15C



15D



15E



DN 250



-



16C



16D



16E



DN 300



-



17C



17D



17E



DN 350



-



18C



18D



18E



DN 400



-



19C



19D



19E



DN 500



20B



20C



20D



20E



DN 600



21B



21C



21D



-



DN 700



22B



22C



22D



-



DN 800



23B



23C



23D



-



DN 900



24B



24C



24D



DN 1000



25B



25C



25D



-



DN 1200



27B



27C



-



-



2. Material certificate Without certificate (Standard) ...................................................................................... 0 DIN 50.049-3.1B material, certificates enclosed ......................................................... 1



3. Signal converter, SONO 3000 CT - IP 67, for wall mounting



power suply 115-230 V a.c. 50/60 Hz ........................................................... 2



- IP 65, for wall mounting



115/230 V a.c. 50/60 Hz ........................................................... 3 24 V a.c./d.c. ............................................................................. 4



- IP 20, front of panel



115/230 V a.c. 50/60 Hz ........................................................... 5



4. Cable between sensor and signal converter 4 x 10 meter coaxial cable ............................................................................................................... 1 4 x 20 meter coaxial cable ............................................................................................................... 2 4 x 30 meter coaxial cable ............................................................................................................... 3



5. Country specific Standard (without verification) ............................................................................................................... Russia (technical passport) ................................................................................................................... Romania .................................................................................................................................................. Polen (GUM) ........................................................................................................................................... Denmark (OIML R 75) ............................................................................................................................ Germany (PTB) ...................................................................................................................................... Czech ...................................................................................................................................................... Slovakia ................................................................................................................................................... Austria (without verification) ................................................................................................................... Switzwerland (without verification) ......................................................................................................... Germany (PTB, without verification) ......................................................................................................



A B C D E F G H I J Z



For specifiying the flow volume (Qn) and the settings in the converter, fill out extended ordering form on next page.
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Extended ordering form Settings for SONO 3000 CT. To be filled in for each flowmeter



OUTPUT SETTINGS Output Current direction Current output range Current output time constant Frequency pulse Frequency / pulse / direction Frequency / pulse Pulse unit Pulse volume / pulse



Pulse pulse width Frequency max. frequency Frequency time constant Relay APPLICATION PARAMETERS Standard cable length Extra cable



Language



Setting



ap



pro



va



l



3 - 84 m3/h 5 - 140 m3/h 8 - 192 m3/h 12 - 324 m3/h 20 - 490 m3/h 30 - 720 m3/h 50 - 1.215 m3/h 80 - 1.917 m3/h 110 - 2.740 m3/h 130 - 3.261 m3/h 170 - 4.309 m3/h 280 - 7.069 m3/h 400 - 9.923 m3/h 550 - 13.854 m3/h 720 - 18.096 m3/h 920 - 22.902 m3/h 1.130 - 28.274 m3/h 1.630 - 40.715 m3/h



on ing nd pe de is ate



36 m3/h 60 m3/h 100 m3/h 180 m3/h 250 m3/h 360 m3/h 600 m3/h 1000 m3/h 1500 m3/h 2000 m3/h 2500 m3/h 3000 m3/h 3500 m3/h 4000 m3/h 4500 m3/h 5000 m3/h 5000 m3/h 6000 m3/h



Options Positiv m3/h DN 50 DN 80 DN 80 DN 100 DN 125 DN 150 DN 200 DN 250 DN 300 DN 350 DN 400 DN 500 DN 600 DN 700 DN 800 DN 900 DN 1000 DN 1200



wr



Factory setting Positiv m3/h DN 50 DN 65 DN 80 DN 100 DN 125 DN 150 DN 200 DN 250 DN 300 DN 350 DN 400 DN 500 DN 600 DN 700 DN 800 DN 900 DN 1000 DN 1200



Flo



BASIC SETTINGS Flow direction Volume flow unit Volume flow nominal



Volume flow Unidirectional 4…20 mA 5s Volume flow Unidirectional Pulse m3 (DN 50-150) = 0.1 m3/pulse (DN 200-600) = 1 m3/pulse (DN 700-1200) = 10 m3/pulse 5 ms 10 kHz 5s Error function



Volume flow, OFF Unidirectional, bidirectional 0…20 mA, 4…20 mA 0.8…30 s Volume flow, OFF Unidirectional, bidirectional Pulse, frequency m3, L 0.1 … 1000 0.1 … 1000 0.1 … 1000 20 ms, 0.5 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms 1 kHz, 10 kHz 0.8…30 s Error function, flow direction, OFF



As specified page 41



4 x 10 m, 4 x 20 m, 4 x 30 m Up to 250 meter cable depending on approval. Specify length that will be added to the above length on each transducer English, German



English



4x__________m



The flowmeter will be delivered with the standard factory settings if this form is not filled in. If the nominal volume flow , which is to be set, differs from the factory setting and the flowmeter is to be verified in accordance with MDIR 27.01-01 or TR K7, the flow values have to be within the limits stated as options in the table.
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SITRANS F US SONOFLO



Accessories



12. Ordering



Type / description SONO 3000 CT signal converter, IP 67 (incl. wall mounting kit)*



Code no. FDK:085F5004



SONO 3000 CT signal converter, IP 65, 115/230 V a.c. / 50 - 60 Hz*



FDK:085F5023



SONO 3000 CT signal converter, IP 65, 24 V a.c. / d.c.*



FDK:085F5024



SONO 3000 CT signal converter, IP 20*



FDK:085F5019



1 x10 meter coax cable with transducer connection



FDK:085L2400



1 x 20 meter coax cable with transducer connection



FDK:085L2401



1 x 30 meter coax cable with transducer connection



FDK:085L2402



* All 4 converters have 1 current output, 1 frq / pulse output and 1 relay each.



SFIDK.PS.029.W2.02
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We have checked the contents of this manual for agreement with the hardware and software described. Since deviations cannot be precluded entirely, we cannot guarantee full agreement. However, the data in this manual are reviewed regularly and any necessary corrections included in subsequent editions. Suggestions for improvement are always welcomed.



The reproduction, transmission or use of this document or its contents is not permitted without express written authority. Offenders will be liable for damages. All rights, including rights created by patent grant or registration of a utility model or design, are reserved.



Technical data subject to change without prior notice.
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